
  
 

CALLS FOR 
SERVICE 

186 REPORTS 
WRITTEN 

19 TRAFFIC STOPS 21 BAKER ACTS 3 

WATCH COMMANDER:    Stuart/Ditolla DATE: 3.4.2020 
 

TYPE CASE# LOCATION SUMMARY 

Disturbance- 
Domestic 

20-21079 Belvedere Ln Adult male Baker Acted.   

Disturbance- 
Domestic 

20-21100 Wood Arbor Ln Female reported that her boyfriend told her to kill herself during a verbal 
argument.  The female attempted to consume Lexapro, but she was 
tackled to the ground to prevent consumption.  After, the female was lying 
in her bed when the male “pinned” her to the ground and grabbed her by 
her throat.  The female’s airway was not restricted.  S1 arrested for simple 
battery (domestic violence).   

Car Break 20-21083 Slogan Ct Unlocked vehicle entered overnight.  Wallet taken from the center console 
containing the victim’s driver’s license.   

Overdose 20- Evanston Ln O1 found unresponsive and not breathing.  CPR started and Narcan 
deployed x4 but male could not be resuscitated.   

Disturbance- 
Domestic 

20-21000 Wood Arbor Ln White female placed in custody under the Baker Act and transported to 
Halifax.   

Overdose 20-21184 SR 100 E 
(Walgreens) 

Deputies responded to calls about a white male attempting to get into 
vehicles in the parking lot.  Contact was made with O1 who was unable to 
communicate and appeared to be under the influence of an unknown 
substance.  Rescue responded and administered a dose of Narcan before 
transporting the male to Advent Health.   

Death 20-21173 La Mancha Dr Apparent natural causes, no suspicious activity detected.   

Assist Other 
Agency 

20-21215 Palm Harbor Pkwy Units responded to assist FD with forced entry in reference to a medical 
call.  They then discovered that they were at the wrong apartment and 
needed to access apartment 227B.  They later made contact with the 
correct patient without further incident.  The property owner of the 
damaged door was notified and was referred to FD Battalion with further 
questions.   

Commercial 
Burglary 

20-21196 US.1 S (The White 
Eagle) 

The above business is vacant, empty and out of business, however the 
rear kitchen door was pried open.  

***Update**
*Suicide 
Attempt 

20-20818 State Road 100 W Verbal contact was made with O1 who was hiding in a camper behind the 
residence and he advised he had a gun. Fire Flight, K9, crisis negations 
responded and the subject subsequently complied and was taken into 
custody without incident.   

Baker Act 20-21200 Canal Ave Juvenile was placed in custody under a baker act and was transported to 
CTTU for transport.  Deputy Green 



 

 


